Kelpinc Introduces ACC+
ACC+ (Automatic Compressor Control) is a
revolutionary product based on an old idea;
saving money by reducing energy costs.
For
years, hotels, resorts, and leased and rental
properties in Hawaii, Puerto Vallarta, Los
Cabos, and Cozumel, just to name a few, have
successfully controlled the unnecessary waste
of cool air flowing from inside to outside. How
have they accomplished this? By installing
special wiring and switches at strategic
locations, such as patio doors and sliding
windows, to regulate the AC while doors
and/or windows are left open.
Number of times Lanai doors are opened
during a typical rental year

coming from. By having ACC+ on your side,
you can automatically conserve while reducing
energy costs!
What You Get
ACC+ is a wireless system. The system comes
with wireless sensor(s) mounted on designated
doors and/or slider windows, ACC+ Control,
Glass and wall mounted notices, a system
indicator, and built-in 36 second entry/exit for
those quickie pass-through times!
Use in Multiple Zone Systems
Each receiver (more than one is needed if the
system has multiple thermostat zones), is
designed to be fail-safe.
If, however, a
problem would occur with ACC+, it can be
quickly bypassed by a maintenance action.
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ACC+ Is the Answer
Our studies have shown that a typical rental
condo in Puerto Peñasco Mexico, on a single
day during peak season, can have patio doors
opened and closed an average of 16 times a
day with the average time left open nearly 28
minutes at a time! That means during the
peak season, on average, patio doors can be
open nearly 40 days per year!
Energy Conservation & Savings
The cost of electricity is going up all around the
world, no matter what source the energy it is

Each system has an unobtrusive, glowing
green light indicating the system is “OK” and
that all doors and windows are closed properly.
This light is located in a convenient but visible
place. With the aid of a small notice, any
owner, renter or maintenance person can see
that an energy-saving system is in place, and
that it is working.
Added System Protection
Every ACC+ system adds extra protection for
your compressor. Some HVAC systems don’t
offer any kind of brown-out or short-cycle
protection. ACC+ includes a UL listed device
made especially for commercial compressor
control and protection.
Near Zero Maintenance
Each sensor comes with a common disk
battery that has a normal life of 5-8 years
before needing replacement. So Replacement
is easy and can be done without the need for
special tools or expertise.
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Get it installed or not

Return on Investment

ACC+ is available two ways: fully installed at
your site or as a parts kit that you install.
Several major resorts have been fitted with
ACC+ so many times fast, efficient installation
is available on request. Generic parts-only kits
are also available for those same resorts.

ACC+ is a good value. On average, electricity
costs can be reduced from 20-40% depending
on occupancy and weather conditions. Since
you can’t control what happens, ACC+ also
provides the assurance that usage, as well as
wear-and-tear on your AC system are
automatically kept to a minimum.
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Buying ACC+
Both installations and parts kits of ACC+
are now available for purchase on-line.
Installations can be scheduled while kits can
be sent to any U.S. address. Forms are
available for custom or special applications.
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Ceiling mounted indicator
Installation
ACC+ depends on having AC power available
and access to thermostat wiring. Any
convenient location such as a utility area, in
the ceiling or under a shelf is enough to hide
and protect it.
Reliability
ACC+ contains commercial parts that are
proven for long-life and reliable operation.
Each system is warranted for 2 years with
professional installation warranted for 1
year. ACC is unaffected by brownouts or
power surges with built-in protection.

Kelpinc

More Information
Visit us on the Web at: www.kelpinc.com or
call our local Phoenix AZ. telephone
number.
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